
Proudly powering infrastructure for:

Fiat-to-Stablecoin Gateway for 
Your Digital Asset Application
On-ramp into DeFi without ever leaving your dApp or wallet 

stably.io

https://www.stably.io/


Visit Ethereum 
DeFi site

Select Pool Link Wallet

Sign in/up for a 
wallet

Go to an 
exchangeSign in and 

buy crypto

Trade for ERC-20 
Stablecoin

Send stablecoin 
to Ethereum 

wallet

Return to Ethereum 
DeFi site and finish 

transaction 

The typical Ethereum DeFi stablecoin on-ramp experience 
requires too many steps and is too expensive

1-5% fee 

0.1-2% fee $20+ gas cost $50+ gas cost

$100 $100

$100

$100$100

$93 $73

$23 left

$95
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Visit wallet

Purchase 
multi-chain 

stablecoins with 
USD via Stably 
Ramp within 

Wallet

Receive 
stablecoins in 

wallet and send 
funds to DeFi pool

Improve your users’ on-ramping 
experience with our blockchain-agnostic 
solution,

0.1-1% fee + <$1 gas cost

$100 ~$99
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BSA/AML compliance 
Seamless KYC onboarding experience and for individuals 
and institutions (instant verifications for US individuals).

Extensive fiat on-ramp support
Accept all major payment methods, including Visa, 
Mastercard, Wire Transfers,  ACH and instant ACH.

Out of the box solutions
Installed with just a few lines of code, our gateway 
widget allows you to go live in days, not months.

Global Coverage
We accept customers from over 150+ 

countries and all US states.  

Custom DeFi Integration
Enable 1-click into DeFi integrations 

via Wallet Connect. 

is your gateway to:

Whitelabel options
Configure your widget’s look to match 

your existing user experience and brand 
identity.

Multi-Chain stablecoins
Allow for new use-cases such as payments, remittances and 
DeFi with our stablecoin solutions (including USDS & USDC).
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Remain
BSA/AML-compliant

With our KYC onboarding & 
funds processing 

enables you to:

Expand your 
user funnel

With our well-designed 
fiat-to-stablecoin 

on-ramp

Boost your 
application’s 

volume

By offering new 
use-cases through our 

solution

Monetize your 
user base

By earning transaction 
fees whenever users 

use Stably Ramp

stablyramp



$

Card, ACH, Instant 
ACH, Domestic Wire, 
International Wire, 

Crypto & Stablecoins

Stablecoins only 
(USDC, USDS, etc...)

10+

150+ Countries

$$$

Card, 
International 

Wire

20+ ETH, BTC, 
USDC, etc.

Ethereum 
only

150+ Countries

$$$

Card

50+ ETH, BTC, 
USDC, etc.

Ethereum 
only

US only

$$

Card,
Instant SEPA

10+ ETH, BTC, 
USDC, etc.

Ethereum and 
Tezos only

100+ countries

$$

Card

15+ ETH, BTC, 
USDC, etc.

Ethereum 
only

US only

Comparison 

Overall Fees

Payment 
Methods

Payout 
Currencies

Supported Countries

Off-Ramp / Sell capabilities

Custom Integrations 
(DeFi & White-Label)

Supported Stablecoin 
Networks
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Integration with a couple lines of code 

Plug and play integration

Documentation

Custom wallet integration

White-label branding



Partner Highlights

Stellar ICON

Tezos Lobstr Wallet Bridge Wallet

AND MANY 
MORE...
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https://www.stellar.org/
https://www.stellar.org/
https://iconrepublic.org/
https://iconrepublic.org/
https://tezos.com/
https://tezos.com/
https://lobstr.co/
https://lobstr.co/
https://vndt.com/
https://bridgepay.money/
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Let’s discuss how to
Move forward together!

SCHEDULE A CALL NOW!

Markus Saitmacher
Product Manager

https://calendly.com/markusait
https://calendly.com/markusait


DISCLAIMER: Stably Corporation ("Stably") is a blockchain and financial technology service provider registered in Delaware (File No. 7223458). Stably provides 
technology and services to Prime Trust LLC ("PT"), a Nevada-chartered trust company (License No. TR10035), and First Digital Trust Ltd. ("FDT"), a Hong 
Kong-chartered trust company (License No. TC006771). Blockchain-connected products/services offered by Stably (or offered by others using Stably's 
solutions) are built on top of PT's and FDT's infrastructure through manual and API integrations, leveraging their traditional financial services including (but 
not limited to) traditional and digital asset custody, trading, payments, convertible virtual currency administration, escrow, trustee and compliance services. 
Stably is not a licensed bank or financial institution and Stably does not handle client funds at any time. Stably Dollar (also known as "Stably USD" or 
"USDS") is a multi-blockchain US Dollar (USD) stablecoin backed with FDIC-insured USD and/or US Treasury instruments held in a trust ("USDS Trust") 
managed by PT for the benefits of USDS token holders ("USDS Holders"). PT is the regulated trustee and official USDS issuer/administrator. USDS tokens 
themselves are not FDIC-insured. Stably Prime (powered by Prime Trust) is a self-directed custodial account offered by PT through Stably (also known as a 
"stablecoin account"). Custody support for Stably Prime includes both FDIC-insured USD and digital assets which are not FDIC-insured. USD funds held by PT 
are deposited with a network of custodian banks syndicated through Reich & Tang Deposit Networks, LLC ("Reich & Tang"). Reich & Tang is a New 
York-based financial technology company (File No. 0803744526) and not a bank. FDIC insurance is provided to participants through FDIC-insured banks that 
participate in a program sponsored by any Reich & Tang affiliate. Only USDS Holders and Stably Prime users verified by PT for Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) and 
Anti-Money Laundering (AML) compliance are allowed to deposit funds into or redeem/withdraw funds from the USDS Trust and Stably Prime accounts. 
Third-party deposits into Stably Prime accounts are prohibited. PT reserves the right to deny, suspend or terminate anyone's participation in the USDS Trust 
and/or usage of Stably Prime accounts if PT deems it advisable or necessary to comply with applicable laws or to eliminate practices that are not consistent 
with laws, rules, regulations or best practices. Nothing contained herein shall be considered financial advice or recommendation to buy/sell any security, 
commodity, cryptocurrency or any other financial instrument. Investing has many risks, including risk of losses beyond principal investment. Past 
performance is not indicative of future results.

Disclaimer
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